Admin retreat

10-11:30 Calendar
Vacation policy
11:30-12:30 Review of year results
12:30-3 Discussion of strategic plan
Internship class ADSC 49X
Ask registrar to replace ADSC with BADM 498
MSF/DBA
3-4 Faculty retreat plan
Meng Li ill
GA being assigned, tutoring , assistance for Asst Deans,
No admin mtg Fri
Barry Goldberg meeting
Surveys out by mid sept , returns would avail for review next admin retreat in Jan
Table 3. GOALS FOR AY 2011-2012
Yellow= some progress, ongoing, Green = completed, Red = no progress, Blue = postponed
Goal
1. Develop Investment Management Specialization (use this to see
what the market is for this area) linked to Exec Ed CFA prep
classes
2. Approve the specialization in Business Analysis linked to Exec Ed
certification prep
3. Study opportunities for PT DBA, or Doctorate in Accounting
(Brian Walker, Henry Silverman, Tom Head)
4. Online strategy: put as many as possible UG classes during day
onto online format FIN 351, FIN/RE 200
These classes will also be offered in the summer online as well

Status
Ongoing significant progress

Ongoing completed
abandoned
MGMT 360, INFS 330,
ACCTG 304, BLAW 201
Ongoing completed

5. Online strategy: Grad INFS 401, INFS 430 , MKTG 406, FIN 482,
INFS 440 will be offered spring 2012 in addition to HR classes
currently offered. Online classes will be available in the summer as

INFS 401, MKTG 406, FIN
482, REES 411, MGMT 488

well. INFS 441 FIN 487 HRM 432 Add global HRM and RE online
classes
Investigate going completely online with MSHRM and look at
collaboration with I/O Psych
6. Flex Grad Proof of concept: Will initiate new 1CH 2 CH classes.
1CH MGMT 407, 1CH INFS 401? Can some of the 1CH parts be
online?

ongoing

Ongoing (may ask for more
volunteers)
Toms class only, ongoing

7. Will pilot graduate boot camp in Spring 2012

Postponed to summer 2012
Needs to be scheduled (US)

8. Build the development base and raise $2 million minimum for the
college
9. Grow the office incubator in Schaumburg with grant money, build
cubicles in a classroom with signs etc.
10. Build a coherent strategy for Eship: Parts are: UG degree social
eship, Green Teens, social eship specialization, Incubator at
Schaumburg, member of chamber and partner with SBDC, exec ed
classes, add MBA concentration
11. Work on new PsyD and Inf Tech MBA(cs) graduate programs with
other colleges
12. Grow mentoring program to 20 mentors with 8- 10 students per 2
mentors
13. RE has 20 mentors working one on one with students
14. Revise the current strategic plan

Ongoing (completed?)

15. Develop new international exchange opportunities and work to find
ways to assist students to experience some international activity
16. Continue to review/refine/develop processes and policies to support
our current accreditation and maintain our status for future
accreditation.
17. AMBA investigation
18. Investigate/design an UG boot camp for Fall 2012 for retention of
freshmen and transfer students altered to freshmen appreciation day
Heller Fellows was begun 2012

Ongoing significant progress

19. Develop methods and processes to encourage retention of transfer
and graduate students
20. Investigate other ways to train students in skills required for success
Work on passport process if time allows

ongoing
Ongoing significant progress

Ongoing for summer
completed

Ongoing completed

ongoing

Significant progress
Fall 2013

Progress in 2012, new goals
for 2013

Workshops for students: how to use blackboard, excel sessions,
powerpt, etc
21. Plan the move when details become clear.

Ongoing completed

22. Work with faculty, AB and admin team to clarify and familiarize all
groups of standards.
23. Investigate some ways to innovate the internship program. Is the

Ongoing significant progress
Significant progress, now

internship included in the ways it can be?
24. Make Melissa finish her dissertation by December 2012!!!

counts for part of major core
completed
ongoing

25.
26.

MSF program constructions, costs, length
FT chart of top MSF programs in world
Key factor enrollments for FT students <50
Fundamental challenges, a lot of competition
Chicago area UIC
Quantitative degree focus, faculty availability and add classes (35 CH)
Don Swanton, Dave Nickerson
How many would be suitable for this degree currently? 10-12 classes, need up to 6 new
Admissions reqs stats, calculus
Specialization in investment management, prep course for 1st CFA exam
DBA
Argosy program, UIC, Benedictine (2)
Doctorate in Accounting? CH requirement? (60 CH) 21 core, 18 conc
18 hrs in area, research course (4) + 1 dissertation hours

